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                                      About 	Greenburg Project

                                      Greenburg is a project of :
                                     MICROTEK Infrastructures is a joint venture of the ACTION GROUP  and  OKAYA POWER GROUP. Over the 40 years, we have delivered smiles to over 100 Million Families. Being a trusted and awarded name in the Market we believe in Energising Dreams.  
                                      
							


							
							    
							    
							    

							    Welcome to Greenburg Giving Wings to your Dreams

							    
							     Born out of greenery, the Eden of Greenburg is imbued with the same mystical paean that runs through a lush countryside. Inspired by the generosity of Mother Nature that protects and provides, nurtures and guides-experience a blossoming paradise amidst the luxuriance of verdant delights.

                      
							    

							    

							    Greenburg: 2, 3 & 4 BHK Luxury Residential Apartments Gurgaon

							    Luxury living offers a pleasant living to every person. The standard of luxury for many people is inclusive of great design, decor, and theme of the living room. They are considered to be an indispensable part of real estate in these days. Your home represents your style statement and hence luxury living forms an indispensable part of the life of an individual. The idea of the luxurious modern living room is characterized by the maximized use of glass panels, daylight, natural wood, etc. Straight lines contribute to being an indispensable part of modern luxury living rooms as they aid in the creation of lesser clutter. Larger rooms also continue to form a significant part of luxury living. 

								Read More  
								Call Now : 8700900272
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                              Site Plan of Greenburg
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						Facilities & Amenities
						
75% of the Property is Green Area, with multiple play zones
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						    Project View
						    
Our Gallery
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                                    FAQ

                                    
                                    

                                    
                                       
                                          
                                             
                                                1. What should I look for when buying an apartment in Gurgaon?
                                             

                                          

                                          
                                             
                                                
                                                   While buying a flat in Gurgaon/Gurugram, you should look for various things including
convenience, rental returns, authorised approval, connectivity, Security and privacy and
Local infrastructure around the society. These are a must when you are planning to buy a
Ready to move in apartments. Microtek Greenburg is amongst the top super luxury flats in
Gurgaon/ Gurugram and it has all the above mentioned traits that makes it very desirable. 

                                                

                                             

                                          

                                       

                                       
                                          
                                             
                                                2. Is buying an apartment in Gurgaon a good investment?
                                             

                                          

                                          
                                             
                                                
                                                   For a multitude of reasons, Gurgaon is the most popular investment location for most
people. It’s one of the top investment choice for investors because Gurgaon offer a large
selection of luxury apartments and Ready to move in apartments which make the location
very desirable.


                                                

                                             

                                          

                                       

                                       
                                          
                                             
                                                3. How much does an apartment cost in Gurgaon?
                                             

                                          

                                          
                                             
                                                
                                                   Property costs in Gurgaon can vary depending on the area. If you are looking to buy luxury homes in gurgaon
Or Luxurious Flats in Gurgaon, the prices are generally on the higher side but the standard 
of living and what you get is extremely satisfying.

                                                

                                             

                                          

                                       

                                       
                                          
                                             
                                                4. What defines a luxury apartment?
                                             

                                          

                                          
                                             
                                                
                                                   Apartments designed to give relatively high standards of cleanliness, elegance, and service
quality to its inhabitants are luxury apartments. A janitor, fitness centre, and swimming
pools are just a few of the many facilities available in luxury apartments. Greenburg is one
of the top luxury apartments in Gurgaon /gurugram which offers one of best amenities.

                                                

                                             

                                          

                                       

                                    

                                    
                                 

                              

                           

                                  
                                      Media Review

						       
						       
						       
                          
                           
						    

						    
						    

						    
						    
						    
						     
							    	
							Find Your

							   Location & Neighborhood

							   Close Proximity to

							  
                          	Northern Periphery Road (NPR)
	Kundli-Manesar Palwal Expressway (KMP)
	Multi-utility Corridor
	Manesar Industrial Base
	Hyatt Hotel within 5 KM's from the reseidence


                             	Numerous Commercial and Retail setups
	15 Minutes Drive from Gurugram Cyber Hub
	100 acres of proposed Golf Course
	Schools Nearby - DPS, Klay Day Care, St. Xavier, Maitri Kiran


                                  

                                  
						

					
				




			
				
					
						
							What Our Client Says

							
								
								  
								
							

						

					
					
			              
			                
			                
			              
  
			              
			              
			              	
			                  “

			                  I recommend them as the best, they have made my dream of having our own house. They have provided us fully loaded 3 BHK with all modern facilities in reasonable rates. Thanks microtek.

			                  
			                  Vikram Rai

			                
			                

			              

			              
			              
			              	
			                  “

			                  Microtek infra has a good reputation and they deserve that, they deliver the quality in their flats and they deliver within the promised time without any delay.

			                  
			                  Bhasha Agarwal

			                  
			                

			              

			              
			              
			              	
			                  “

			                  Visited one of their projects after i saw an offer on Facebook about fully loaded 3BHK flats. The response was very warm and loved the overall property. Amenities are exceptional and what i loved most was the greenery around. Loved it.

			                
			                  Saurabh Sinha

			                  
			                

			              

			             
			              	
			                  “

			                  Microtek infra has made my dream true of having my own house... Thanks Microtek infra for delivering the house at promised time with all the required modifications’. They deliver what customers want... with their knowledge and experience in this field they deliver exceptional.

			                  
			                  Kirti Dubey

			                 
			                

			              

			              
			             
			              	
			                  “

			                  Microtek  delivers the luxury in their flats with all modern facilities. The properties are located at good locations in reach of well connected roads to the transport.

			                 
			                  Abhay Kaushal
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								 Microtek Infrastructures Pvt. Ltd.
								

Unit No. 110-112, 1st Floor, Tower - C,
Vatika First India Place Building, MG Road,
Near MG Road Metro Station,
Gurugram, Haryana- 122002
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